Cardinal Health™ ValueLink® Supply Management Services

Keeping it simple
Discover how an optimized supply chain can
help you focus on what matters most
Imagine a supply chain so clean and efficient, it eliminates all the clutter
of traditional supply chains. Flexible, data-driven ordering — based on logical
units-of-measure — creates a streamlined efficient process that saves
on inventory, labor and storage space, while simultaneously increasing fill rates
and satisfaction.

Streamline your supply chain and drive efficiencies for patient care.
This is the advantage of ValueLink, a supply chain optimization service that can
help your organization deliver high quality care at a more affordable cost —
keeping your supply chain clean by trimming steps and cutting clutter.

Simplified supply chain
Driven by data, enabled by Valuelink®
Non-value added steps removed
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Reporting and analytics tools
drive continuous improvement
across the supply chain

Optimized inventory

ValueLink® Reporting Suite
Use data and analytics to optimize your inventory, labor and storage space.
• ValueLink® Scorecard benchmarks the current program and identifies opportunities
• PAR Health Report prioritizes areas of improvement to optimize PAR management
• Base to ValueLink® Report identifies opportunities to move products to ValueLink®

Clinician use

Proven results for your patients, your staff and your bottom line
Partner with Cardinal Health and invest in ValueLink® supply chain optimization to increase fill rates, access
real-time data analytics and enhance staff satisfaction.
Our expert team will help you minimize disruptions, boost efficiency and, above all, save on inventory, labor
and storage space:

99%

Access

Gain

Our adjusted fill rate ensures
that you have the products you
need when you need them.

ValueLink® provides you with
access to data for actionable
insights into your supply chain.

Delivering supplies to their
points of use lets clinicians
spend less time managing
supplies and more time
with patients.

30-60%

25-30%

Save

Set more efficient inventory
levels and logical unit of
measure reorder points through
PAR optimization, resulting in a
one-time inventory reduction.

ValueLink® eliminates
needless touchpoints, freeing
up your employees to be
more productive elsewhere.

By reducing inventory, you’ll
free up space for more
productive, profitable use.
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The peace of mind only ValueLink® can deliver:
• Transparent pricing: No surprises hidden in your line fees
• An optimized supply chain from end-to-end: Pair with additional, innovative
services like Cardinal Health WaveMark Inventory Management
• Flexible service: Add fee-based services to customize your program
• Be ready to address pandemic inventory needs: Add on pandemic supply
storage solutions

For more information on Valuelink®, visit
cardinalhealth.com/valuelink or contact your
Cardinal Health sales representative today.
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